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As readers would be aware, Animal Health Research

Reviews (AHRR) has always focused on two general types

of manuscript: reviews and opinions. In this edition of

AHRR, we introduce readers to a new style of review

and opinion that will be added to the journal: systematic

reviews and systematically developed guidelines or re-

commendations (Guyatt et al., 2008; Brozek et al.,

2009a, b, 2011). Systematic reviews are an approach to

research synthesis used to answer a very specific question

that relates to a clinical or policy question (E.F.S.A., 2010).

Systematic reviews follow a series of explicit steps, which

are used to minimize subjectivity in the process. In human

healthcare, systematic reviews often are preceded by a

formal published protocol, which outlines the process

that will be followed for the review, providing an

additional level of rigor. Although not always the case,

because of the focus on a policy or clinical question,

systematic reviews are increasingly used to inform

guidelines and recommendations. How scientific

evidence is incorporated into policy is often difficult to

understand, and recommendations or guidelines can be

viewed as an opinion piece/article (Oxman et al., 2006,

2007). The example provided here is a very specific type

of opinion, constructed using an approach developed by

the GRADE working group. The GRADE approach seeks

to explicitly describe to end-users how scientific evi-

dence, values and preferences, the balance of benefits

and harms, and resource availability are considered in

developing a recommendation. Increasingly, transparent

approaches to synthesizing research and developing

recommendations are used in human health. Questions

of animal health, animal welfare, and food safety also

deserve such transparency.

This edition contains three publications that introduce

and illustrate these topics. The first publication by

O’Connor and Sargeant is ‘An introduction to systematic

reviews in animal health, animal welfare, and food safety.’

This brief introduction describes how systematic reviews

differ from other literature reviews and how systematic

reviews are executed. Also included in this edition are

two articles that illustrate what a systematic review is

and how a systematic review can be used. The second

publication is a systematic review by Dzikaminhenga

et al., ‘Pain management in the neonatal piglet during

routine management procedures. Part 1: A systematic

review of randomized and non-randomized intervention

studies.’ In this publication the authors list all the steps

of the review process applied to an animal welfare

topic. The third publication is an example of an opinion

piece. However, the authors use a formal approach to

develop their opinion. The article by O’Connor et al.,

‘Pain management in the neonatal piglet during routine

management procedures. Part 2: Grading the quality of

evidence and the strength of recommendations’, provides

recommendations for pain mitigation use in piglets and,

notably, it also provides a transparent account of the

factors considered in developing that recommendation.

AHRR is dedicated to serving the community of readers

and expanding the scope to include systematic reviews in

a natural progression. As part of that process, three

initiatives have begun that we are pleased to introduce.*Corresponding author. E-mail: oconnor@iastate.edu
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First, in this June issue of AHRR, we provide three articles

about systematic reviews as an introduction. As a follow

up to this introduction, the journal is planning a special

edition in 2015 which will focus on systematic reviews

and guideline development. The journal invites review

teams that are preparing reviews to contact us and

nominate a topic. Finally, as an added service, the journal

will now facilitate the process of obtaining peer review

and registration of systematic review protocols. Currently,

there is no journal that formally facilitates the protocol

registration and peer review process for animal health,

animal welfare, and food safety topics, and AHRR is

pleased to fill that void. The a priori protocol will be

published as an appendix with the final systematic

review. We look forward to seeing more systematic re-

view protocols, systematic reviews, and guidelines devel-

oped using systematic reviews published here in AHRR.
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